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It Is a Personal Choice

“It’s the danger of every religious movement to cool down, to compromise, and to die a slow death. But I
have given you a way out, a way of deliverance from that fate that has met so many new religious
movements. I have provided for you a way of deliverance from the lethargy, the half-heartedness, the
coolness, apathy and deadness in spirit that has brought an end to so many reformations or revolutions
or mighty waves of My Spirit. And that way of escape is the radical, changing, earthshaking,
heartbreaking, mind-bending, soul-searching Word that I give to the children of David–fresh, rich and
abundant from Heaven! You have so much at your fingertips–such wealth, such blessing, such immense,
immeasurable treasures of truth and inspiration! Will you let the truth that I place in your hands change
you, motivate you, and cause you to revolute? Will you let the truth that I pour forth so freely to your
bosoms cause a metanoia in your life? If you will, then you will continue on in the precious, privileged
high calling which I have given unto the children of David. You will progress and grow and overcome.”

(Jesus speaking:) “In the coming days you will see a great falling away of anything in the Family that is
not grounded and firmly established upon My living Word. My Word is the great discerner of the thoughts
and intents of the heart, and as such, will rightly divide that which is firmly grounded in Me and that which
is based on the shifting sands of all that falls outside the circumference of My unfailing Word. You will see
a great falling away of other plans and projects and even people who are not steadfastly grounded in My
Word. You will see a swelling of the chaff and all that is laid naked before Me and found wanting. There
has not been any other time in the history of My children of David when the dire consequences of these
messages have been so great. I am very clearly, precisely, and strategically addressing the fundamental
foundation of your faith–My Word. I am addressing the foundation of the Family–My living Word and all
that I have given through My David and Maria.

The consequences of not receiving or lazily dismissing these messages are very, very great. There will
be no turning back after this delivery. From this point on, depending on each one’s choice, the die will be
cast for each of My children. So to you and all My children, I say, prepare. Prepare to meet the incredible
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and dynamic fruit, or the pitiful fallout. As I have said, the Word is a discerner of the thoughts and intents
of the heart, and this challenge will bring division in the ranks. Each individual is being put to the test.
Each one will make a choice. Many will choose the house of David–the house of My living Words and the
Spirit; some will choose the House of Saul–the house of the former, the old, the arm of the flesh, the
house of self and all that would oppose and stand in the way of My Words entering, deeply penetrating,
motivating and possessing the heart and spirit.” (End of message from Jesus.)

“If I’m going to die, I want to die for Jesus! Sure as shooting I don’t care to die for some
System of some kind, or some establishment, or some social club handed to me by the
former generation. I don’t think it’s worth dying for.” (Message of Jeremiah #1337).

In Sight Of The Stadium

“You benefit from the power of the keys as much as you use the keys. So make it an automatic reaction
and habit to call on their power at all times!”

See pdf compilation: “We Are Jeremiah’s”
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